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9 months shown really good growth in revenue growth , ebitda growth and most
importantly pat growth even when depreciation and and interest has grown faster
than all other parameters

growth-1.
revenue at 848 crs 26% yoy growth 1.
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capex2.
jammu plant on time expected production of SS pipes by fy25q4 capex outlay
of 550 crs , getting incentives for 10 years 20000 tonnes , 

1.

capex for fy25 is 300-350rs fy24 balance 25 crores for stainless steel pipes and
some part would be of debt  (150 crs from internal rest from debt )

2.

so if 600-700 crores they want to raise debt for including saudi capex then the
capex in saudi must be around 500 crores(taking 700cr)

3.

profitability3.
ebitda margins at 9.49 crs  79 crores ,pat 30crs1.
effected due to delay in approval of ERW and dep and finance cost of ERW2.

competitive advantages - hydrogen got approval in 16 months as
transportation is prone to leakage and hydrogen atoms being small makes
problem with leakage

4.

hydrogen pipe steel is different made from sour grade and the grade of steel
and welding process is different
can only be made using LSAW (which is only 30% of world capacities)
only qualified would get this type of pipe with experience of sour grade
this kind of steel produced is only produced by 5-6 mills
all RM is procured for this is imported
these orders are pretty big

risks5.
industry tailwinds -6.

every single line for hydrogen is a new line and is to be laid down, moreover
companies are future proofing their pipelines that are being laid down are
hydrogen tpt enabled even when today they are not tpt h2 today

1.

5 mn tonnes (10-15 years)  is the oncoming demand for hydrogen by ,
essar(gujarat), adani commitment

2.

18000 crs planned for city gas project helps them for the ERW business3.
hydrogen pipeline business cagr globally is 16%  and margin in hydrogen will
be 18-20%

4.

industry structure7.
fund raise - 250 crs they want to raise board approval in place8.

mgt-  this is for hsaw and lsaw capex in a different country (saudi)1.
waiting for approvals in saudi

due to the capex the debt level will go up by 600-700 crores (interest cost us
dollar debt 7.5% and 9% in inr debt)

2.
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management9.
fy25 topline should be 3600 crs by growth of 20-25% , ebitda growth of 30-
35% on bottomline  , ebitda 9-11% (350360 crs)

1.

fy26 5000 crs ebitda 10-12% approximately 500 crs2.
ERW - 300-400 crs from in fy25 at 30-40% usage , 700 crs fy263.

business details10.
order book of 1300 crs currently to be executed in 6 months (50% gas and
50% water) margins in water is 7-8% and ONG is 11-13%

1.

standing bid at 11000 crs , expect good orders in coming years , many orders
in L1, applied for an europe hydrogen  enabled pipeline order 

2.

setting a benchmark in hydrogen pipe by testing it (first mover advantage)3.
h2 pivotal in green energy4.
ERW all accredations rcd , revenue started but expect major part of it in fy255.
bending plant  - have got 3 international order , booked for next 34 months6.
stainless steel plant -7.

fy26 topline would be 400-500 crs from SS plant , competitor here is
sandwik and ratnamani

1.

catering to both domestic and export market2.
1 st year 60-70% mother pipes and 30% pilgers and as upgradation and
approvals of come we will increase these ratios

3.

capable to do higher inconels of super titaniums (prices )4.
pilgers are smaller diameter pipes via a press and these are high value and
margin accretive products find various uses in nuclear ,aviation

5.

mother pipes (hot extrusion)is 10-11% business and 10-11% in
pilgers(cold pilgering) is ebitda margins so for fy 26 we need to take 60-
70%(margins 10-11%) and 30-40% margins of 20-22%)

6.

316 and 316L is major grade they will do , some part of 304 which is a tad
lower and inconels

7.

other income(1-1.5%) is a part of the operational income as forex gain,
incentives

8.

other expenses increase due to frieght increase9.
volume numbers (quarterly)- 85-90000 tonnes      last year the same was
65000 tonnes (steel prices higher last year so topline not comparable )

10.

Red sea - no issue as contract is pre signed and they take them into cost11.
12.
one time events11.

https://www.stindia.com/difference-between-inconel-and-titanium.html
https://www.stindia.com/inconel-seamless-pipe.html#price
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tkGD7fr_Sos
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technicals
monthly

weekly

merino shelter - working on a JDA with a developer expect 40-50 crs they
will get , rest revenue in 10-15 years
legal formalities completed

mental models12.
key variables to track13.
-% of water in further order book
ERW utilisation
saudi capex
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